Voicemail left for Andy Wendell  
January 31, 2016 3:14 p.m. 

Message from: Al Hagen 

Andrew - Al Hagen here.... Called all these days are running together..yesterday...left you a voice message. We don’t need to talk actually about the high density power users ...low footprint density high usage . I just wanted to let you know you’re hearing from the public, at least one member, that I’m really in favor of whatever the PUD can do, I know there are regulatory and political and such issues surrounding this as well, but whatever the PUD can do to charge these guys significantly more. One of the examples I thought of was lake cities particularly like Seattle and others, especially in drought conditions and maybe even other times, they use the water at homes and large estates or large businesses or whatever and use a lot water...a lot of city water. As far as I know, they charge them on an escalating scale. So if you do have some reason for calling me I’d welcome an opportunity to talk with you, but it is really not necessary. I’m going to try to make one of the meetings on Monday, I don’t know if I told you this before but I know Garry Arseneault personally, and I’ve expressed my opinion to him. I hope you have a good weekend and no need to call unless you feel the need. Al Hagen 679-7993